
Fitness Division



Introduction
As a respected company we have carefully selected which manufactures we work with.
Gymcare is not in the market to supply cheap material in order to win contracts, we select
the best products from the like of USA and UK at the best possible prices.

Offering well-built safe and reliable products all of which are suitable from amateur to
professional use. Gymcare continues to supply high end fitness brands such as HOIST,
Hampton Fitness, Landice Fitness, Ffittech, and Exigo.

With numerous manufactures approaching us on a monthly basis together with 10 years of 
research and experience, we believe we have the best range of products from residential 
to commercial use. 

Our suppliers between them have hundreds of awards within the fitness industry and 
breakthrough technology, with further customers such as ‘Mr. Olympia’ Phil Heath, Arnold 
Schwarzenegger, 24 Hour Fitness and many more.

www.gymcare.com



We distribute

HOIST Fitness is a Poway, California (USA) based company producing premium strength 
training and LeMond indoor cycling products for the commercial and home markets. 

The company's commercial products can be found all over the world in health clubs, 
YMCAs, community centers, hotels, personal training facilities, colleges & universities, 
corporate fitness centers, government facilities and military bases. 

www.gymcare.comwww.hoistfitness.com



We distribute

LeMond Fitness - The Spin Cycles from LeMond Fi t ness are the most convenient piece 
of equipment in tl1-is category and have been preferred by the professional trainers, 
because of their superior quality, extreme comfort and long lasting durability. 

As the first American to win the Tour de 
France, Greg transformed the world of 
cycling. LeMond, powered by HOIST 
Fitness bikes reflect Greg’s same passion 
for cycling products that break out of the 
mold.

Tired of indoor training, exercise bikes, 
and bike trainers that have nothing to do 
with cycling at all, Greg has reinvented 
this product category – making 
LeMond the industry gold standard for 
high quality and exceptional performance 
in stationary cycles.

Designed like great road bikes, all LeMond 
exercise and training bikes offer user-
friendly adjustments and innovative cycling 
programs to make a workout and training 
program more effective. We also believe in 
giving back, supporting young cyclists, 
helping athletes train, and working with kids 
to instill a lifelong appreciation of the power 
of being fit.

www.gymcare.comwww.hoistfitness.com



We distribute
Every Landice product is built with commercial-grade quality and crafted to withstand the
most demanding workout environments. While Landice is made for the needs of
residential use, our training equipment is also used by commercial gyms, physical
therapy and rehabilitation centers, hospitals, police and fire departments, colleges and
universities and professional sports teams.

You can be assured that each Landice machine provides a reliable, durable and easy-to-
maintain experience.

Landice Fitness is so confident in the workmanship and quality of their equipment that
they provide one of the industry's best warranty for their residential machines.

www.gymcare.comwww.landice.com

R9 RECUMBENT BIKE L10 TREADMILL L9 CLUB TREADMILLU9 UPRIGHT BIKEE9 ELLIPTICAL

The L10 is our newest 
treadmill specifically 
designed for demand-
ing club environments. 
With its 5-horsepower 
AC drive, the L10 is the 
perfect complement to 
any high-use setting.

Our Landice R9 
recumbent bike offers a 
comfortable training 
option with superior 
back support and 
provides a safe and 
practical exercise 
alternative for any 
residential and 
commercial setting.

One of the most 
economically designed 
ellipticals, with a 
footprint 20% smaller 
than others on the 
market. Takes up less 
space while providing 
the closest replication 
to running outside 
without the impact. 
Stride length adjustable 
from to accommodate 
to multiple user needs.

Complete with comfort, 
convenience and 
innovation the Landice 
U9 represents the new 
standard in reliability 
and performance.

For the most demanding 
settings, the L9 Club is the 
highest-quality treadmill 
available anywhere. 
Engineered for the serious 
runner, its large 55.88 cm x 
210.82 cm (22" x 63") 
running surface, thick 8.89 
cm (3½”) steel rollers and 
226.8 kgs (500-pound) user 
weight capacity will handle 
even the harshest 
institutional needs.



We distribute
FFITECH made in Portugal

www.gymcare.comwww.ffittech.com

FFITTECH is a trademark Brand that has been created to satisfy the needs of the fitness industry 
profissionals and their costumers. We have developed a premium range of cardiovaluscar and 
strength equipment that is unrivalled in value for money. FFittech is characterized by a unique design 
combined with a strong component of innovation, where every single detail, has been carefully 
thought out in order to provide its users with the ultimate workout experience.

Quality Policy
FFITTECH has defined the quality policy that will guide the Organization in the implementation of our 
vision, mission and values, assuming the following commitments:

 Attention to product quality, innovation, and customer service are at the forefront of our efforts;
 - The constant concern with the overall harmony of machinery of gyms with the satisfaction of users and 
customers;
 - Creating innovative solutions in addition to the needs of our customers, sharing risks and accepting 
challenges, with a multiple response and timely, in a perspective of social and global responsibility;
 - Be attentive to the optimization of all resources and procedures with a view to ensuring qualified work, 
integrating innovation towards sustainability;
 - Valuing and empowering our employees, in a process of continuous improvement;
 - Provide personal satisfaction with responsibility, involvement and commitment of the whole team;
 - Looking for the permanent quality and innovation supported by an appropriate market surveillance, scientific, 
technological, and organizational, in order to continuously improve our processes and ensuring the evolution of 
the performance of the QMS;
 - Promote partnerships with suppliers, customers and other organizations, providing sustainable business 
relations, that stand out for their mutual benefit;
 - Commitment to comply with the legal requirements, statutes and regulations applicable to our business.

Rui Costa
PROFESSIONAL CYCLIST FROM PORTUGAL USING FFITECH EQUIPMENT



SUNSFORCE is introduced in 2017, which is the 
sub-brand of Qingdao Juyuan Fitness Equipment 
Company which has over 20 years’ experience of 
manufacturing fitness products. With the strong 
capacity of innovations and commercial 
manufacturing experience, the mission of the new 
brand is to deliver superior quality and outstanding 
performance, plus building longer and trusted 
partnerships with worldwide customers.

With unique smart training technology, it is the
managing station of your overall fitness and health, 
providing complete healthy life service.

It’s a fitness studio connected with all resources on 
AnyFit Eco-Fitness platform by easy managing 
smart operation offacilities and members, providing 
top-level individual health and fitness service.

We distribute

www.gymcare.comwww.anyfit.de | www.sunsforce.com



We distribute
Manufectured and designed in UK

www.gymcare.comwww.exigo-uk.com

Exigo is a privately owned and forward thinking UK fitness brand. We manufacture and 
supply innovative gym equipment and accessories for the UK and European fitness 
industries.
Our product range is extensive and incorporates all aspects of strength and functional training 
and boxing. Whether it’s a full commercial gym fit-out or a one-off piece of equipment, Exigo 
offers you the complete end-to-end solution across design, manufacture and installation.



Hampton Fitness was founded on the idea that free weights aren’t a “necessary evil” for
fitness facilities; they’re an essential part of the foundation of any gym. Hampton’s
founders had years of experience in iron and steel manufacturing before entering the
fitness industry with the launch of Hampton Fitness in 1996.

Hampton is committed to a tradition of innovation that can be seen in such product lines
as its new Gel-Grip Urethane Series, Jelly Bells, Hybrid Barbells, Eclipse, Fusion, Dura-
Bell, and Chrome Beauty Grip. If a change doesn’t advance the art of fitness
cosmetically or functionally, then Hampton doesn’t add it to their line.

But it’s not only about the iron. Hampton knows that attractive, space-efficient storage
displays can be as important to club owners as the weights themselves, so they spend
almost as much time on the racking design as they do on what’s going on the rack.

We distribute

www.gymcare.comwww.hamptonfit.com



Gymcare Design Team
In keeping with our commitment to enhancing the standard of the fitness industry in the
country, we have put together a panel of specialists who have come under the common
banner of Gymcare Design Team to focus only on fitness projects.

The Gymcare Design Team, thus comprises, architects, interior designers, sports
specialists and technical experts who work with our Customer Support Service in
conceiving of, planning, executing and maintaining fitness facilities.

This turnkey effort is backed, additionally, by inputs it might seek from any of our
principals abroad.

www.gymcare.com



Customer Support
The backbone of Gymcare, the CSC is staffed with a selection of handpicked engineers
with academic qualifications, interest and natural inclination in and towards fitness.

The head of CSC has been trained by engineers from Hoist International USA. The CSC
staffers have trained personnel at all our installations besides having offered valuable
insights to established fitness center managers and instructors on a one-time or ongoing
basis.

The CSC is also responsible for working out floor plans and 'placing' our equipment and
machines on a given floor plan as well as working out the optimum and ideal
combinations for any fitness facility, which may range from personal to institutional.

The CSC undergoes informal training sessions with the aid of:
Audio-visual material brought from our principals abroad;
Catalogues and training manuals considered mandatory reading and
Regular interaction with its counterparts abroad.

www.gymcare.comservice@gymcare.com



We care

The following services shall be provided including the installation of the equipment:

Training of staff, initially and as and when mandated (not at random).
All service calls shall he responded to within 24 hours of the call.
Services shall be rendered on working days, Saturday thru Thursday between 9:00am
hours to 6pmHours.
The equipment shall be serviced under terms and conditions, under normal
circumstances.

Annual Maintenance Contract

Undertaking of Annual Maintenance Contract (AMC), in order to keep the fitness center
out of any issues.
AMC is carried out by our skilled service technicians every Month,Quarterly or Half-yearly
depends upon the terms and condition agreed by both the parties.
Our long established and highly regarded equipment maintenance service delivers the
guaranteed fix times that your users demand, minimizing downtime and protecting your
investment in Fitness

Our service engineers are highly skilled with years of experience and knowledge with the
fitness industry so you know your equipment is in good experienced hands.

www.gymcare.comservice@gymcare.com



www.gymcare.com

P.O.Box: 112312
Al Quoz 1, Exit 46/47
Sheikh Zayed Road

Dubai, United Arab Emirates

T:  +971 4 335  0399

F:  +971 4 335 0398 

E:  info@gymcare.com


